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The Fatal Crown

1991

against the seething political intrigues of twelfth century europe two royal heirs surrender to passion as they vie for the english throne at

nine maud an english princess was sent to germany to become the bride of the holy roman emperor a political alliance with a man her

father s age at twenty five the widowed maud must marry once again this time to fourteen year old geoffrey plantagenet but it is with

stephen of blois maud s fiercest rival for the british throne that the headstrong princess discovers the true meaning of desire stephen a

descendant of william the conqueror believes absolutely in his god given right to rule torn between his illicit passion for maud and his own

towering ambition he knows he must choose stephen s decision will wrench him from the arms of the woman he loves ignite civil war and

lead to a shattering act of betrayal that decades later will come full circle and change the course of english history

The Fatal Crown

2013-01-29

three engrossing historical novels in one volume bring the plantagenets and the splendor and scheming of twelfth century europe to vivid

life in the fatal crown set against the seething political intrigues of twelfth century europe two royal heirs surrender to passion as they vie for

the most glittering treacherous prize of all the english throne at twenty five the widowed maud must marry once again this time to fourteen

year old geoffrey plantagenet but it is with stephen of blois maud s fiercest rival for the british throne that the headstrong princess discovers

the true meaning of desire in beloved enemy aquitaine is under the french king s safekeeping and eleanor the duke of aquitaine s eldest



daughter knows she must wed prince louis in order to insure the future of her beloved duchy fiercely independent filled with untapped

desire the woman who would be queen must provide louis vii her monkish husband with heirs but it is young henry of anjou who catches

eleanor s eye and sets fire to her heart and in gilded cages eleanor of aquitaine and henry plantagenet whose marriage was born of power

politics and an all consuming fiery love rule a vast kingdom at first they work to unify and repair their war torn lands before being torn apart

by intrigue adultery and deadly revenge

The Queens of Love and War

2013-05-21

in the twelfth century as france and england compete for dominion one woman s passions and ambitions will change history aquitaine is

mine it will never belong to anyone else with these words fifteen year old eleanor seals her fate aquitaine is under the french king s

safekeeping and eleanor the duke of aquitaine s eldest daughter knows she must wed prince louis in order to insure the future of her

beloved duchy fiercely independent filled with untapped desire the woman who would be queen must provide louis vii her monkish husband

with heirs but it is young henry of anjou who catches eleanor s eye and sets fire to her heart ruled by a raging drive to succeed henry vows

that he will not be cheated of his rightful place on the english throne yet the newly christened duke of normandy is thoroughly enraptured by

the french queen in eleanor henry knows he has found a woman whose hunger for life and glory matches his own so begins a passionate

love that will span decades and change the course of history



Beloved Enemy

2013-01-29

a novel of the betrayals and rivalries that set a family of royals against each other in medieval england and ignited a devastating conflict

tumultuous passionate timeless the marriage between eleanor of aquitaine and henry plantagenet was like no other born of power politics

and an all consuming fiery love within two years of their wedding henry conquered england and together they ruled a vast kingdom at first

they worked to unify and repair their war torn lands before being torn apart by intrigue adultery and deadly revenge henry ii dreams of

enacting a new judicial system a common law that would help foster peace but a devastating betrayal by his closest confidante thomas

becket archbishop of canterbury thrusts henry into a rivalry that threatens to tear church and state apart eleanor an accomplished ruler in

her own right steps in to help henry quell the rebellions across their lands but when she learns of her husband s secret romance with the

fair young rosamund de clifford it shatters her heart and ignites a bitter vengeance that will engulf their family in treachery and betrayal as

eleanor takes the side of her sons against their father these young royals chafing for power of their own wreak havoc across the continent

igniting a war whose tragic consequences eleanor could never have foreseen

Gilded Cages

2013-01-29

stephen john edward ii richard ii richard iii these five are widely viewed as the worst of england s medieval kings certainly their reigns were

not success stories two of these kings lost their thrones one only avoided doing so by dying another was killed in battle and the remaining



one had to leave his crown to his opponent all have been seen as incompetent their reigns blighted by civil war and conflict they tore the

realm apart failing in the basic duty of a king to ensure peace and justice for that all of them paid a heavy price as well as incompetence

some also have reputations for cruelty and villainy more than one has been portrayed as a tyrant the murder of family members and

arbitrary executions stain their reputations all five reigns ended in failure as a result the kings have been seen as failures themselves the

worst examples of medieval english kingship they lost their reputations as well as their crowns yet were these five really the worst men to

wear the crown of england in the middle ages or has history treated them unfairly this book looks at the stories of their lives and reigns all

of which were dramatic and often unpredictable it then examines how they have been seen since their deaths the ways their reputations

have been shaped across the centuries the standards of their own age were different to our own how these kings have been judged has

changed over time sometimes dramatically fiction from shakespeare s plays to modern films has also played its part in creating the modern

picture many things have created over a long period the negative reputations of these five today they have come to number among the

worst kings of english history is this fair or should they be redeemed that is the question this book sets out to answer

The Worst Medieval Monarchs

2023-11-23

this collection addresses royal motherhood across europe from both the medieval and early modern periods including in famous and not so

famous royal mothers the essays in this collection reveal the complexities and the subtleties inherent in the role of royal mothers and

challenges these traditional stereotypes the volume provides a fresh re evaluation of these women from those who have been given an

almost saintly status to those who struggled against contemporary chronicles and propaganda that perpetuated the stereotypes associated



with bad mothers these particular images of saintliness and wickedness have persisted right into the modern era this series of intriguing

case studies reveals how royal mothers were perceived by their contemporaries and explores the motivation for the ways in which they are

depicted in modern popular culture taken together with the companion volume royal mothers and their ruling children this collection sheds

new light on the important and challenging role of mothers within the framework of monarchy and at the epicenter of power

Virtuous or Villainess? The Image of the Royal Mother from the Early Medieval to the Early

Modern Era

2016-07-14

keeping track of prolific authors who write fiction series was quite challenging for even the most ardent fan until to be continueddebuted in

1995 noew readers will be happy that the soon to be released second edition has added 1 600 new books and 400 new series to be

continued second edition maintians the first volume s successful formula that featured concise a to z entries packed with useful information

including titles publishers publication dates genre categories annotations and subject terms among the genre categories that can be found

in to be continued are romance science fiction crime novel horror adventure fantasy humor western war christian fiction and others

To Be Continued

2000-10-10

adult books are categorized by genre i e fiction mystery science fiction nonfiction along with bibliographic information the expected date of



publication and the names of literary agents for individual titles are provided starred reviews serve several functions in the adult section they

mark potential bestsellers major promotions book club selections and just very good books in the children s section they denote books of

very high quality the unsigned reviews manage to be discerning and sometimes quite critical

Jim Kobak's Kirkus Reviews

1991

this book is completey compiled from wikipedia pages learn about diana spencer kate midleton and all the other uk princesses from then

and now

Kirkus Reviews

1990

stories about the author s ancestors and family history some factual some with fictionalized elements

English Princesses

2012-06-06

В повестях встретятся описания реально произошедших случаев из мира непознанного



которые автору пришлось испытать на себе

From This We Spring

2014-04

this annual selection guide covers new novels in the mystery fiction science fiction fantasy horror western fiction and romance genres it is

intended to help readers to choose titles of interest published during 1995 by identifying similarities in various books it seeks to help readers

to independently choose titles of interest published during 1995 entries are arranged by author within six genre sections and provide

publisher and publication date series name and number description of characters time geographical setting review citation genre and setting

notations and related books

What Do I Read Next?

2000

arranged by topic and subdivided chronologically weaver presents first lines from literary works written in english

The northern spy; or, The fatal papers

1995-08



from award winning author alison stuart comes a stirring historical trilogy about soldiers spies and the strong women that love them by the

sword england 1650 in the aftermath of the execution of the king england totters once more on the brink of civil war kate ashley finds her

loyalty to the parliamentary cause tested when she inherits responsibility for the estate of the royalist thornton family jonathan thornton

exiled and hunted for his loyalty to the king s cause now returns to england to garner support for the young king finding kate in his family

home he sees in her a chance at a life he doesn t deserve but love is fragile in the face of history what hope can one soldier and one

woman hold in times like these the king s man london 1654 kit lovell is a disillusioned royalist who passes his time cheating at cards living

off his wealthy and attractive mistress and plotting the death of oliver cromwell penniless and friendless thamsine granville has lost

everything terrified in pain and alone she hurls a piece of brick at the coach of oliver cromwell and earns herself an immediate death

sentence only the quick thinking of a stranger saves her far from the bored benevolent rescuer that he seems kit plunges thamsine into his

world of espionage and betrayal a world that has no room for falling in love torn between thamsine and loyalty to his king kit s carefully

constructed web of lies begins to unravel he must make one last desperate gamble the cost of which might be his life exile s return england

1659 following the death of cromwell a new king is poised to ascend the throne of england imprisoned exiled and tortured fugitive daniel

lovell returns to england determined to kill the man who murdered his father but his plans for revenge must wait as the king has one last

mission for him agnes fletcher s lover is dead and when his two orphaned children are torn from her care by their scheming guardian she

embarks on a perilous journey to save them she didn t plan on meeting the infamous daniel lovell thrown together with separate quests and

competing obligations daniel and agnes make their way from london to the english countryside danger at every turn will they find the peace

they crave or will their fledgling love be a final casualty of war



What Do I Read Next? 1995

1995

award winning author and journalist nina burleigh s mesmerizing literary investigation of the murder of meredith kercher the controversial

prosecution the conviction and twenty six year sentence of amanda knox the machinations of italian justice and the underground depravity

and clash of cultures in one of central italy s most beloved cities the sexually violent murder of twenty one year old british student meredith

kercher in perugia italy on the night of november 1 2007 became an international sensation when one of kercher s housemates twenty year

old seattle native amanda knox as well as her italian boyfriend and a troubled local man knox said she vaguely knew was arrested and

charged with the murder when perugia authorities concluded that the murder was part of a dark twisted rite a sex game led by the american

with an uncanny resemblance to perugia s madonna they unleashed a media frenzy from rome to london to new york and seattle the story

drew an international cult obsessed with foxy knoxy a pretty honor student on a junior year abroad who either woke up one morning into a

nightmare of superstition and misogyny the dark side of italy or participated in something unspeakable the investigation begins in the old

stone cottage overlooking bucolic olive groves where kercher s body was found in her locked bedroom it winds through the shadowy arched

alleys of perugia a city of art that is also a magnet for tens of thousands of students who frequent its bars clubs and drug bazaar on the

steps of the duomo it climaxes in an up close account of italy s dysfunctional legal system as the trial slowly unfolds at the town s tribunale

and the prosecution s thunderous final appeal to god before the quivering girl defendant resembles a scene from the inquisition to reveal

what actually happened on that terrible night after halloween nina burleigh lived in perugia attended the trial and corresponded with the

incarcerated defendants she also delved deeply into the history secrets and customs of perugia renowned equally for its etruscan tunnels

early christian art medieval sorcerers and pagan roots a new york times bestseller the fatal gift of beauty is the thoughtful compelling



examination of an enduring mystery an ancient storied place and a disquieting facet of italian culture an obsession with female eroticism by

including the real story of rudy guede it is also an acute window into the minds and personalities of the accused killers and of the

conservative italian magistrate striving to make sense of an inexplicable act of evil but at its core is an indelible portrait of amanda knox the

strangely childlike enigmatic beauty whose photogenic face became the focal point of international speculation about the shadow side of

youth and freedom

Novel Openers

2017-05-01

presents extended reviews of noteworthy books short reviews essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing literature culture and

the arts includes lists of best sellers hardcover and paperback

Guardians Of The Crown Complete Collection/By The Sword/The King's Man/Exile's Return

2011-08-02

includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035 called

junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately



The Fatal Gift of Beauty

1991

during the first winter of the twentieth century gilded age trouser diva ella shane refuses to dim the lights on her dazzling show business

career for marriage even to a dashing british duke but the versatile mezzo soprano may have to put it all on the line once murder takes

centerstage new york city 1900 renowned opera singer and theatre company owner ella may have both much to gain and much to lose by

getting engaged to her courtly long distance love gil saint auburn but there s little time for romance or resolutions with gil s aristocratic

mother and aunts visiting greenwich village especially when the ladies discover a dead man in the bathtub of their hotel suite the victim s

disturbing background and subsequent demise at the elegant waverly place hotel leave the group puzzled beyond the obvious certainty of

an unnatural death adding to the confusion and mounting fear danger explodes through ella s close knit circle after a friend makes a

stunning confession and gil becomes a fresh target for violence now with a london tour run fast approaching prenuptial worries weighing

heavily on her heart and an intricate joan of arc aria to rehearse can ella decide what she s willing to sacrifice before confronting a

relentless criminal bent on watching her entire life go up in smoke

The New York Times Book Review

1994

on the cusp of the twentieth century manhattan is a lively metropolis buzzing with talent but after a young soprano meets an untimely end

on stage can one go getting leading lady hit the right notes in a case of murder new york city 1899 when it comes to show business gilded



age opera singer ella shane wears the pants the unconventional diva breaks the mold by assuming trouser roles male characters played by

women and captivating audiences far and wide with her travelling theatre company but ella s flair for the dramatic takes a terrifying turn

when an overacting juliet to her romeo drinks real poison during the final act of bellini s i capuleti e i montecchi weeks after the woman s

death is ruled a tragic accident a mysterious english duke arrives in greenwich village on a mission he s certain someone is getting away

with murder and the refined aristocrat won t travel back across the atlantic until ella helps him expose the truth as ella finds herself caught

between her craft and a growing infatuation with her dashing new acquaintance she s determined to decode the dark secrets surrounding

her co star s fatale finale before the lights go dark and the culprit appears for an encore author photo kathleen marple kalb lives with her

family in cheshire connecticut she s currently a weekend morning anchor at new york s 1010wins radio capping a career she began as a

teenage dj in rural western pennsylvania she s currently working on the next ella shane historical mystery visit us at kensingtonbooks com

AB Bookman's Weekly

1994

this work is the only comprehensive guide to sequels in english with over 84 000 works by 12 500 authors in 17 000 sequences

Library Journal

2022-03-29

proceedings of the 22d 33d annual conference of the library association in v 1 12 proceedings of the 34th 44th 47th 57th annual conference



issued as a supplement to v 13 23 new ser v 3 ser 4 v 1

A Fatal Overture

2020-04-28

dramatic intrigue and passion by the bestselling author of beloved enemy in the aftermath of the norman conquest aveline the only

surviving daugh ter of england s last anglo saxon king and his concubine is targeted for murder by her half brother who s bent on revenge

against the normans

A Fatal Finale

1996

a mystery of the ages unfolds for two lovers in this sumptuous romance set in 18th century england brilliant diplomat william devereux

faulkner was sent to the quiet village of avebury to investigate a series of bizarre deaths but finds a bewildering world of ancient mysiticism

and a woman unlike any other seger is an award winning author of more than 50 books

The Whole Story

1991



contains entries for over 1 300 books aimed at young adult readers titles have been selected on the basis of their currency appeal to

readers and literary merit

Library Association Record

1991

this guide identifies both in print and out of print works of fiction featuring continuing themes plots or characters in which there is a sense of

development and passage of time entries are arranged alphabetically by author and are accompanied by bibliographic information

British Book News

1886

murder the most appalling crime of all it comes in many guises and is as diverse as the victims and perpetrators themselves but no matter

how horrifying it fascinates as much as it repels in this updated edition of the law killers journalist alexander mcgregor examines some of

the country s most chilling cases and peels back the civilised layers of our society to reveal some of the horrors that lie beneath including

the templeton wood murders was the same serial killer responsible and is he at last identified little boy blue the schoolboy with a continuing

compulsion to kill forgive me father a trail of slaughter that spread to two countries anything you can do the country s most notorious father

and son who killed again and again to love honour and kill the double wife killer who thought he had committed the perfect murder and

nearly had alexander mcgregor is the safest pair of hands in scottish true crime accurate detailed and written with rare sensitivity for good



reason the law killers was a bestseller emeritus professor david wilson leading uk criminologist and presenter of in the footsteps of killers

and crime files

Annual Report of the Department of Mines, Queensland

1993-02

a world list of books in the english language

Tapestry

1994

Forevermore

1991

New Woman

1851



The Chronicles of Stanfield Hall. The Young Chevalier

1994

What Do Young Adults Read Next?

1995

To be Continued

1996

American Book Publishing Record

1844



English Review

1844

The English Review, Or, Quarterly Journal of Ecclesiastical and General Literature

2013-09-04

The Law Killers

1991
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1991



The publishers weekly

1994

The British National Bibliography
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